
DVI (24+5) to VGA Cable Vention EACBG 1,5m, 1080P 60Hz (blac Ref: 6922794732964
DVI(24+5) to VGA Cable 1.5m Vention EACBG (Black)

Vention EACBG DVI (24+5) to VGA cable (1.5m, black)
The  Vention  DVI  (24+5)  to  VGA  cable  provides  unparalleled  image  conversion  quality  at  1080p  FHD  resolution,  making  every  detail
clearly visible. It features a ferrite magnet and double ferrite rings, which translates into excellent protection against interference. The
product will prove reliable for gamers who want to connect graphics cards to a VGA monitor, as well as for those presenting their projects
on large screens using a projector.
 
Richly detailed image
A  crystal  clear  image  at  1080p  FHD  resolution?  With  the  Vention  cable,  it's  possible!  With  it,  you'll  enjoy  exceptional  depth  and  rich
detail. What's more, Plug&Play ensures an instant and hassle-free connection, eliminating the need for complicated setup.
 
A range of applications
The DVI (24+5) to VGA cable opens the door to a wide range of applications, meeting the needs of gamers and office workers alike. It
allows  you  to  connect  graphics  cards  with  DVI  interface  to  a  VGA  monitor,  providing  higher  quality  and  smoother  images  for  a  more
immersive  experience  in  the  world  of  virtual  entertainment.  The  product  is  also  an  indispensable  presentation  tool,  allowing  you  to
connect your laptop to a projector for impressive and professional shows on large screens.
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Immune to interference
Thanks  to  the  anti-static  ferrite  magnet  and  double  ferrite  rings,  signal  transmission  is  protected  from interference  and  the  image  is
always clear and stable.The cable's rugged construction combined with a durable and flexible PVC housing ensures resistance to wear
and tear and mechanical damage, while guaranteeing long-lasting performance.
 
	Manufacturer
	Vention
	Model
	EACBG
	Type
	DVI (24+5) to VGA
	Supported resolution
	1080p FHD
	Length
	1.5 m
	Color
	black

Price:

€ 7.00
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